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ESET PROTECT version 5.2 has been released. The staged roll-out will begin on April 4,
2024. To check if your instance has been updated to the new version, see About ESET
PROTECT.

Changelog

ADDED: MDR dashboard that displays real-time data for customers with the ESET
MDR service

ADDED: Weekly MDR report email sent automatically to customers with the ESET
MDR service

ADDED: Archive of MDR reports for customers with the ESET MDR service

ADDED: Ability to enroll all mobile devices with one enrollment link or QR code via
Microsoft Entra ID enrollment

IMPROVED: Post-installation restart is not required for Linux products (ESET Endpoint
Antivirus for Linux and ESET Server Security for Linux)

IMPROVED: Using Google Play version of ESET Endpoint Security for Android instead
of a web version when enrolling a mobile device in Device Owner mode

FIXED: Error message displayed when opening the details or editing a server task
with a trigger other than Generate report

FIXED: Incorrect headline displayed in the webhook notifications sent to Microsoft
Teams

FIXED: Displaying "Product not installed" alert for Common features policies in
some instances

FIXED: No information about the mobile network is displayed when the device has
multiple SIMs/eSIMs

Other minor improvements and bug fixes

Support resources
ESET provides support through a fully localized app and Online Help (user guides), online
Knowledgebase, and applicable to your region, chat, email or phone support.
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ESET PROTECT Online Help contains comprehensive reference information for system
settings, configurations, installation scenarios, and more

For other questions, such as troubleshooting, FAQ, and video tutorial videos, search the
ESET Knowledgebase.
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